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1. Introduction
1.1. Purpose
The purposes of this deliverable are as follows:
• Describe the specifications and the implementations of the federated
middleware component.
• Describe the role of each component related to the federated
middleware.
• Give a comprehensive step-by-step explanation about how to deploy and
run the software.
This deliverable is a complementary to the deliverable D1.4

1.2. Structure of the Deliverable
The deliverable is organized as follows: the Section 2 details the specifications
of the main component of the federated middleware component which is the
Event-Cloud, the DSB and the GOV. The Section 3 details the implementation
of the federated middleware components for which the specifications are
detailed in Section 2. Section 4 explains the specifications of the different
services that can be connected to the federated middleware such as the
SOCEDA platform services, the Use-Case services and the End-User services.

1.3. List of Acronyms
Acronym
ADL
D
DSB
CAN
CEP
DCEP
EDA
ELA
GCM
IRI
Pub/Sub
RDF
SOA
SPARQL
USDL
WSN

Definition
Architecture Description Language
Deliverable
Distributed Service Bus
Content Addressable Network
Complex Event Processing
Distributed Complex Event Processing
Event-Driven Architecture
Event Level Agreement
Grid Component Model
Internationalized Resource Identifiers
Publish/Subscribe
Resource Description Framework
Service-oriented Architecture
SPARQL Protocol And RDF Query Language
(recursive acronym)
Unified Service Description Language
Web Service Notification
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2. Platform Specifications
2.1.

The Global Platform Role

Figure 1 shows the different components that are involved in the platform.





































Figure 1: The Platform Components
The goal of the federated middleware is to provide a transparent and distributed
infrastructure to allow users and services to be connected in a publish/subscribe
mechanism through the whole SOCEDA platform. We distinguish between the main
components that form the federated middleware and the components that are plugged
in and using this middleware. The main components are:
•

Event-Cloud to store and forward events between the bus and DCEP, which are
filtered according to some specific relationships embedded in the social filter.
The Event-Cloud is the core component of the platform. Every event in the
platform must be forwarded to the Event-Cloud to be stored and to be handled
asynchronously (pub/sub mechanism) or synchronously by simple query
retrieval.

•

DSB, Distributed Service Bus. The Distributed Service Bus is in charge of
connecting Web Services consumers and providers to the platform. It includes
an Event Broker to integrate events (combined with a Binding Component
exposing the broker to all components involved).

•

The governance component is strongly related to the DSB to govern the
services and events.
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•

SeaCloud is the frontal of Soceda RunTime Framework. It allows to client to
subscribe to a specific event producer, to add CEP rules or deploy BPEL
process.

The components of the platform that connects to the federated middleware are:
•

The DCEP: component is reasoning on events to generate complex events to
the Event-Cloud to be sent to subscribers.

•

Event Sources, i.e. business services in charge of sending/receiving events
to/from the federated middleware.

2.2. Main Innovation Aspects
2.2.1. Focus on Historical Events
One of the challenges that faces big amount of data exchange on the Internet is the
ability to combine the storage (associated with traditional query mode) and pub/sub of
RDF data, all this deployed in a cloud environment. For example, Complex Event
Processing (CEP) systems have a need to mix real-time, past events (historical
information) and existing knowledge bases to deduce new patterns. Providing a system
that stores RDF events persistently, filter and notify them as soon as they arrive is
needed and is our goal.

2.2.2. Connecting Services using the WS-Notification Standard
The Event Driven Architecture feature allows connecting event producers and event
consumers in SOA infrastructure through the publish/subscribe mechanism. Bringing
SOA and EDA together is one of the main goals of the SOCEDA project. This implies
the implementation of standards related to Web Service subscription and notifications.
The services that are connected to the SOCEDA platform are compliant to the OASIS
and W3C standards to provide most of its core functionality in SOA and EDA
architecture. The Web Service Description Language (WSDL) is used to describe all
the services that are used and available.
WS-Notification is a family of related OASIS specifications that define a standard Web
Services approach to notification using a topic-based publish/subscribe pattern. It
includes: standard message exchanges to be implemented by service providers that
wish to participate in notifications, standard message exchanges for a notification
broker service provider (allowing publication of messages from entities that are not
themselves service providers), operational requirements expected of service providers
and requestors that participate in notifications, and an XML model that describes topics
(WS-Notifications 2006).

2.2.3. The Social Filter
The Social Filter operates on a social network of services (or nodes) to compute the
strength of the relationships between them. The Event Cloud calls the social filter and
submits a source node and a list of target nodes. The social filter uses a trust inference
algorithm to compute the strength of the relationships between the source node and
each target node.
The first possible case is that the source node has a direct social relationship with all
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target nodes. In this case the social filter computes relationship strength as a weighted
sum of normalized characteristics of the relationship between the two nodes. These
characteristics include the time of last interaction, interaction count, declared trust,
number of mutual nodes, etc.
The second possible case is that no direct social relationship exists between the
source node and one or more of the target nodes. In this case the social filter computes
relationship strength as the maximum flow of declared trust from the source node to a
target node in the social network.
The social filter returns the computed strength of the relationships back to the event
cloud. The event cloud may use a relationship strength threshold or a ranking of the
destination nodes to select the trustworthiest nodes. Consequently the event cloud can
accept to process the events that the source node received from target nodes with
which it has high relationship strength whereas it can discard the ones received from
target nodes with low relationship strength.

2.3. Components of the Federated Middleware
We describe here the main components of the SOCEDA federated middleware that
has been introduced in 2.1.

2.3.1. Event-Cloud
The events from the client services and the DSB come wrapped into a WS-Notification
message and to be translated by the translator APIs. The output of the translation is a
stream in RDF format. However, the DCEP can use directly the publish/subscribe APIs
of the Event-Cloud.
The Event-Cloud aims to provide functionalities for enabling large-scale event storage,
retrieval and dissemination capabilities by offering a publish/subscribe API on top of a
peer-to-peer overlay network harnessing hosting nodes from possibly multiple - so
heterogeneous - clouds at once.
The following Figure 2 illustrates the Event-Cloud functionality in the SOCEDA
platform. To be able to communicate with the Event-Cloud each user must create a
client Proxy (for publisher and subscriber).
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Figure 2 The Event-Cloud Component

2.3.1.1.

Interfaces of the Event-Cloud

In the Event-Cloud specifications, we define the Compound Event as a collection of
quadruples1 where each quadruple share the same graph value. This abstraction has
been introduced to support multi-attribute events.
The Event-Cloud exposes the following interfaces:
•

Publish(WSN): a Web Service which exposes the publish functionality of the
Event-Cloud. The client can bind to this Web Service to send a notification
event using the standard WS-Notification message. The client of this Web
Service could be the DSB or an external Web Service. It provides several
methods to publish events: by using quadruples, compound events or by
providing an input stream that contains events serialized in TriG2 or N-Quads3

1

"Quadruple:"RDF"statement"containing"subject,"predicate,"object"and"graph"value."

2

"http://www4.wiwiss.fuBberlin.de/bizer/trig/"
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formats inside a WSN message envelope.
•

Subscribe(WSN): a Web Service which exposes the subscribe functionality of
the Event-Cloud. The client subscribes to a stream using the standard WSNotification subscription message. The Client is either the DSB or/and any
external Web Service such as connectors from the Use-Cases in SOCEDA.
Any user can subscribe by creating an instance of Subscription.

•

Publish/Subscribe(RDF): Two Interfaces that offer the functionality of
publish/subscribe of events to the Event-Cloud using the SOCEDA RDF format
of the events. The usage of this interface allows the client to get an EventCloud proxy directly without a translation process.

•

Put/Get(RDF): Two Interfaces that offer the functionality of storing and
retrieving events synchronously. This is also used to retrieve historical events.
The interface is not aware of the event concept. However, if desired, a user can
retrieve the collection of quadruples associated to a compound event in order to
store it. Moreover, the interface offers a means to query an Event-Cloud with a
SPARQL query.

•

Event-Cloud Managemet Interfaces (register, check): Manage the Event-Clouds
(e.g. to create a stream, to configure the elasticity of a stream, etc.). This
includes: the Register that offer the registry point of the Event-Cloud that a
client bind into; the Check which offers the check of the availability of EventCloud Identifier and if it does not exist it will create it. These operations are
defined through the EventCloudManagementApi. This also holds the identifiers
of the proxy that have been created for subscriptions and notifications.

•

Monitor: Manages the specified stream in non-functional ways such as
monitoring data (hardware-related aspects like the memory consumption but
also virtual aspects like the number of subscriptions). It defines also a set of
methods that can be called from any peer to monitor its activity. Some methods
are high-level (i.e. to retrieve information about the subscriptions, the
quadruples, etc.) whereas others are low-level (i.e. related to the physical
machine that run the JVM containing the peer instance).

2.3.1.2.

WS- Notification to RDF translation:

One of the main innovations of the SOCEDA platform has to offer the client and the
services is the possibility to send notification according to the WS-Notification standard.
The Event-Cloud pub/sub functionalities are exposed to Web Services and the DSB
through translation mechanism between RDF and WS-Notification formats
The WSNotif2RDF which is illustrated in the Figure 3 is a component that translates
the WS-Notification standard event payload into the corresponding RDF event that can
be treated directly by the Event-Cloud and the DCEP. It is doing the following
translations:
•

3

From a WS-Notification notification payload to a Compound Event (which is
composed of quadruples)

"http://sw.deri.org/2008/07/nBquads/"
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•

From a Compound Event to a WS-Notification notification payload

•

From a WS-Notification subscription to a SPARQL query

The translator first checks the format of the payload if it is a WS-N or native message
that represents RDF format (see the deliverable D3.2 for RDF event formats).
Regarding the algorithms, all is based on the initial WS-Notification notification payload
to Event translation. The idea for this translation is to translate the XML tree into RDF
quadruples by keeping the tree structure encoded in the quadruples’ predicate
component and by outputting a quadruple for each leaf of the XML tree. Then from the
set of quadruples it is possible to construct a Compound Event.

Figure 3 The W SN2RDF Translator

The three types of translations are
•

Compound Event To WS-N: Translates an Event to a WS-Notification
notification XML payload.

•

WS-N To Compound Event: Translates a xmlPayload standing for a WSNotification notification to an Event where the literal values associated to the
quadruple contained by the event are annotated by using the xsdPayload.

•

WS-Subscription To Sparql Query: Translates an xmlPayload standing for a
WS-Notification subscription to a SPARQL query as String.
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2.3.2. DSB
The Distributed Service Bus provides the SOA and EDA infrastructure for the so-called
platform components and for end-user services. The DSB aims to provide connectivity
between service providers, service consumers, event consumers and event providers,
potentially distributed over distinct administrative domains, in a completely transparent
way for the user’s point of view. The DSB also provides hosting facilities for services
and business process deployments.
Moreover, the DSB provides the following management interfaces:
-

Event API: Deals with event related messages. This interface is based on the
OASIS WS-Notification specification. It offers the capability to subscribe to
events, to publish events and to unsubscribe from event sources.

-

Service API: Provides support for standard request response services. Services
can be bound to the service bus and will be reachable in a SOA way.

-

Management API: The management API provides operations to manage the
Service and Event API described above. It also provides operations to retrieve
information such as endpoints, subscribe to monitoring events, subscribe to
endpoint lifecycles, and deploy processes.

2.3.3. GOV
The governance component contains all the necessary information in order to describe
services and also events producers and consumers. The governance component has
been designed in order to support service description according to the USDL (Unified
Service Description Language) standard and provides the following interfaces:
-

Topic API: Manage all the topics related operations such as
create/delete/get/list. In the context of the SOCEDA project, a topic can be
mapped to an event stream. The topic definition is then used to classify event
producers and consumers.

-

User API: Manage the platform users and their roles in the platform. Access
controls of all the platform resources are defined at this level.

-

Agreement API: Manage the Event Level Agreements (ELA) of the system.
ELAs can be injected in the platform using this interface.
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3. Platform implementation
3.1. Technologies and Implementations
3.1.1. Event-Cloud
The Event-Cloud is comprised of a P2P overlay network combining high-performance
elastic data processing infrastructure (grids, clouds), i.e. whose nodes’ acquisition and
relinquishment can be dynamic and subject to a pay-per-use mode. Each node
participating in the overlay networks will be responsible for managing the storage of
subsets of the events, and will help in matching potential looked up events and
disseminating them in a collaborative manner. As such, each node is also potentially
an event broker responsible for managing subscriptions and routing notifications. The
main technologies used in an Event-Cloud are peer-to-peer networks and RDF storage
technologies. Both of them are implemented using the ProActive/GCM semantic
spaces.

3.1.1.1.

ProActive/GCM for Event-Cloud Infrastructure

The implementation of the CAN (Content Adressable Network) is done using the
technology ProActive/GCM (ProActive 2011) for the requirements of a distributed
environment. ProActive is an open source Java library aiming to simplify the
programming of multithreaded, parallel, and distributed applications for Grids/Clouds,
multi-cores and clusters. It allows concurrent and parallel programming and offers
distributed and asynchronous communications, mobility, and a deployment framework.
With a small set of primitives, ProActive provides an API allowing the development of
parallel applications, which may be deployed on distributed systems and on Grids.
ProActive does not require any modifications to Java or to the Java Virtual Machine
(JVM), therefore allowing the deployment of applications using the ProActive API on
any operating system that provides a compatible JVM.
ProActive promotes a few basic and simple principles:
•

Activities are distributed, remotely accessible objects

•

Interactions are done through asynchronous method calls

•

Results of interactions are called futures and are first class entities.

•

Callers can wait for results using a mechanism called wait-by-necessity

The Grid Component Model (GCM) defines a component model suitable to support the
development of efficient grid applications. It implements the "invisible grid" concept:
abstract away grid related implementation details (hardware, OS, authorization and
security, load, failure, etc.) that usually require high programming efforts to be dealt
with. The implementation of the GCM is based on the ProActive library: components in
this framework are implemented as active objects, and as a consequence benefit from
the properties of the active object model. The implementation is called ProActive/GCM.
The GCM is an extension of the Fractal4 specifications, and it introduces the new
4

"http://fractal.ow2.org/specification/index.html"
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features using a Fractal compliant terminology. The main features that have been
developed to implements the GCM are:
•

The deployment: several components in an assembly can be distributed on
different nodes on several computers using transparent remote communication.

•

The collective interfaces: component system designers are able to specify
parallelism, synchronization and data distribution. Collective communications
refer to multipoint interactions between software entities. Collective interfaces
have two types of cardinalities, multicast and gathercast.

ProActive/GCM is fully compliant with the API. Generic factories (template
components) are provided as ADL templates. To sum it up, ProActive/GCM mainly
provides:
•

Creation/usage of primitive and composite components

•

Client, server and non-functional interfaces (single and collection cardinalities)

•

ADL support

•

A deployment framework

These features are needed in order to build a structured CAN P2P network. Trackers
and Peers are implemented as GCM components thus their deployment is enhanced
by the deployment framework of the ProActive/GCM.
From a usage point of view, regarding the Event-Cloud implementation, a
SubscribeProxy is instantiated as a ProActive/GCM component by an entity (e.g. a
user, an application or a Web Service) that desires to subscribe to some interest. This
is done, first, to have the possibility to notify the subscriber remotely without having to
deal with low-level network connections and forward primitives but also to leverage
monitoring features from components.

3.1.1.2.

Jena as RDF Storage Engine

Jena is a Java framework for building Semantic Web applications. It provides an
extensive Java library for helping developers to develop code that handles RDF,
RDFS, RDFa, OWL and SPARQL in line with published W3C recommendations. Jena
includes a rule-based inference engine to perform reasoning based on OWL and RDFS
ontologies, and a variety of storage strategies to store RDF triples and/or quadruples in
memory or on disk. At its core, Jena stores information as RDF triples in directed
graphs, and allows the developer to add, remove, manipulate, store and publish that
information. RDF triples and graphs, and their various components, are accessed
through Jena's RDF API. Typical abstractions here are Resource representing an RDF
resource (whether named with a URI or anonymous), Literal for data values (numbers,
strings, dates, etc), Statement representing an RDF triple, Model representing the
whole graph and ModelSet representing many graphs.
The RDF API has basic facilities for adding and removing triples/quadruples to graphs
and finding triples/quadruples that match particular patterns. Here we can also read in
RDF from external sources, either files or URLs, and serialize a graph in correctly
formatted text form. Both input and output support most of the commonly used RDF
syntaxes.
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Jena uses a variety of different storage strategies equivalently, as long as they conform
to the Graph interface. Out-of-the box, Jena can store a graph as an in-memory store,
in an SQL database, or as a persistent store named Jena TDB that uses a custom
disk-based tuple index and supports a transaction mechanism based on write-aheadlogging. All changes made inside a write-transaction are written to journals, and then
propagated to the main database at a suitable moment. This design allows for readtransactions to proceed without locking or other overhead over the base database.
Each peer on the Event cloud uses this persistent storage layer.
The collection of standards that define Semantic Web technologies includes SPARQL the query language for RDF. Jena conforms to all of the published standards, and
tracks the revisions and updates in the under-development areas of the standard.
In this section we give an explanation about the current implementation regarding the
Event-Cloud component. Figure 2 illustrates the public class diagram. Hereafter, we
explain the different classes of this model.

3.1.1.3.

Semantic Model with Historical and Pub/Sub APIs

Quadruple: represents a 4-tuple that transits and may be stored on an Event-Cloud.
Moreover, it models an event from a publish/subscribe point of view. Each quadruple is
composed of a graph name, a subject, a predicate and an object value. The object
value could be an IRI or a literal value whereas the others must be an IRI. Blank nodes
are not allowed because they imply to check uniqueness among the overall network.
Users who want to use blank nodes must use solemnization to replace existential
variables with unique constants.
Compound Event: a compound event is a collection of quadruples where each
quadruple share the same graph value. This abstraction has been introduced to
support multi-attribute events.
PublishApi: defines the methods that are exposed to the users for publishing events. It
provides several methods to publish events: by using quadruples, compound events or
by providing an input stream that contains events serialized in TriG5 or N-Quads6
formats.
SubscribeApi: defines methods that are provided to the users for subscribing to some
interest. Any user can subscribe by creating an instance of Subscription (with takes as
parameter a SPARQL query consistent with restrictions defined in D2.1) and a
NotificationListener. The following specialization indicates which type of notifications is
conveyed to the subscriber:
•

SignalNotificationListener has to be used when the subscriber does not care
about the values that matched the subscription only that a matching was found.

•

BindingNotificationListener allows the subscriber to receive the bindings
(variables and associated values) that matched the initial subscription.

•

CompoundEventNotificationListener is interesting to retrieve all quadruples that

5

"http://www4.wiwiss.fuBberlin.de/bizer/trig/"

6

"http://sw.deri.org/2008/07/nBquads/"
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compose a compound event that is matched. This is useful for downstream
processing where the whole event with all attributes is needed.
PutGetApi: offers to the users the possibility to add and to remove quadruples from an
Event-Cloud. The interface is not aware of the event concept. However, if desired, a
user can retrieve the collection of quadruples associated to a compound event in order
to store it. Moreover, the interface offers a means to query an Event-Cloud with a
SPARQL query. The method executeQuery(sparqlQuery:String): SparqlResult is a
convenient method that detects the query form and redirects the call to a concrete
method. Even if the application does not support the SPARQL DESCRIBE query form,
the API offers an executeSparqlDescribe method to acquaint the user that the
operation is not supported (by throwing an OperationNotSupportedException).

3.1.1.4.

Proxies and Adapters for pub/sub API Implementations

Proxies are a means to provide end-to-end guarantees (such as some Service Level
Agreements) by user. Currently, one proxy type is available for each API that has been
introduced in the previous section. Publish and Subscribe proxies are kept separated
because most of the time a subscriber is not a publisher. Initializing a SubscribeProxy
has a cost when only publish operations are necessary.
SubscribeProxy: provides an implementation for the operations available in the
SubscribeApi. Here, we do not mention the internal methods but the implementation
contains several private or protected methods to merge intermediate results, to deliver
notifications according to ELA, etc. Regarding the constructor, it will take an array of
AlterableElaProperty. These properties will be used to define ELA properties (e.g.
maximum number of notifications per second) and they may be updated at runtime.
PublishProxy: provides an implementation for the operations available in the
PublishApi.
Regarding
the
CompoundEventNotificationListener
and
the
reconstructEvent operation it is important to notice that they have to be used carefully.
Indeed, to reconstruct a compound event from its identifier, an atomic quadruple
pattern must be sent to all the peers matching the graph value corresponding to the
event identifier. Because three dimensions among four are not fixed, a lot of peers are
contacted. Moreover, due to the fact that the proxies and the Event-Cloud infrastructure
are decoupled (and because each quadruple that belongs to a compound event is
published asynchronously), it is not possible to guarantee that all the quadruples that
belong to the event identifier have been retrieved after the execution of the first
quadruple pattern. This explains why the reconstruction consists in polling periodically
the network with a quadruple pattern while all the quadruples that belong to the event
identifier are not retrieved. To provide an alternative solution, which does not require
polling for reconstructing compound event, is an ongoing work.
PutGetProxy: is similar to the Publish/Subscribe proxies but for the PutGetApi. It is
important to notice that a PutGetProxy does not have to be an active object (it does not
have to be exposed and accessible remotely).
ProxyFactory: is used to create a new instance of the proxies that have been
introduced previously. There is at least one instance of a proxy by user. To retrieve a
ProxyFactory instance you have to use the getInstance method. It returns an instance
of ProxyFactory that is specialized to create proxies for the specified EventCloudId.
Then, internally, when you create a new proxy, the factory will share the same
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EventCloudCache for all the proxies that are created from the retrieved ProxyFactory.
Indeed, a proxy only needs trackers (which serve as entry points into the network) to
work and these trackers are supposed to stay the same over the time.
PutGetRdf2goAdaptor/PublishRdf2goAdaptor/SubscribeRdf2goAdaptor: are used as
adaptors for any object that implements the PutGetApi, the PublishApi or the
SubscribeApi interfaces. They provide methods with types that are compatible with
RDF2Go7. These methods then delegate the calls to the underlying concrete object.
RDF2Go is a useful Java abstraction for handling of RDF which allows for vendorneutral programming of triple stores.

3.1.1.5.

Event-Cloud Management, Registry and Monitoring

EventCloudsRegistry: is the most critical component. It is in charge of storing all the
information about the Event-Clouds that are created. An EventCloudsRegistry is
assumed to be unique for a given organization or virtual organization. It is important to
notice that without the registry, nobody can retrieve an entry point to an Event-Cloud
that has been created (with the exception of the user which has created the EventCloud). The EventCloudsRegistry must be distributed even if at this time it is
centralized for the sake of the implementation. However, to ensure that anyone has to
know only one entry point, we think to use a domain name. For example we can
suppose that anyone has to know that soceda.org is the endpoint associated to the
EventCloudsRegistry that belongs to the SOCEDA project. Then, thanks to DNS it is
possible to associate several hostnames to an address record (registry for the previous
example). Hence, when a user resolves the endpoint URL, he gets an entry point
(which is an address record) to the registry. This entry point is selected among others
by using several metrics such as response time (most of modern DNS embeds this
functionality). Finally, because all the components are distributed and because DNS is
also distributed, the Event-Cloud should scale.
EventCloudCache: is used to keep in cache information that is retrieved from an
EventCloudsRegistry. This is done to reduce the number of calls to an
EventCloudRegistry.
EventCloudManagementApi: defines the methods that may be used to manage EventClouds (e.g. create an Event-Cloud, proxies, inject peers, etc.).
EventCloudManager: implements the EventCloudManagementApi. It also provides a
shutdown() method that kills all the peers and the trackers that are associated to the
Event-Cloud managed by the EventCloudManager. The shutdown method is not
provided in the EventCloudManagementApi because an Event-Cloud will never be
shutdown in practice. However, this method is suitable for the tests in order to have a
cleanup method and to be used internally for Event-Cloud replacement reasons.
MonitoringApi: defines a set of methods that can be called from any peer to monitor its
activity. Some methods are high-level (i.e. to retrieve information about the
subscriptions, the quadruples, etc.) whereas others are low-level (i.e. related to the
physical machine that run the JVM containing the peer instance).

7

"http://semanticweb.org/wiki/RDF2Go"
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3.1.2. DSB
The Distributed Service Bus (DSB) developed within the SOCEDA project is an extension of the
open source Enterprise Service Bus provided by PetalsLink called Petals ESB. The distributed
feature will be described later in this section and we will highlight the need of such feature at the
infrastructure level.
The DSB provides the SOA and EDA infrastructure for the SOCEDA platform components and
for end user services. The DSB aims to provide connectivity between service providers, service
consumers, event consumers and event providers, potentially distributed over distinct and
heterogeneous administrative domains, in a completely transparent way on the user point of
view. The core features of the DSB are listed below:
-

SOA: The DSB provides a core SOA layer which will be the basis of all other DSB
components. On the client side, the SOA layer provides a way to invoke services without
any knowledge of the final service location and transport protocol. It is up to the service
bus to route the message to the right service and to send back the response to the right
consumer. All the location and routing knowledge is located at the SOA layer.

-

Service Binding: The DSB provides the core functionality to bind external services and to
expose internal service with the help of binding components. All the transport and
transformation logic to address specific protocols and final endpoints are located at this
service binding level.

-

Standards compliant: The DSB extensively uses and implements the OASIS and W3C
standards to provide most of its core functionality
•

WSDL: The Web Service Description Language is used in the DSB to describe all
the services which are used and available.

•

OASIS WSN: The Web Service Notification standard is implemented in order to
provide the core EDA feature.

•

OASIS WSDM: The Web Service Distributed Management is used to monitor
services invocations.

•

WS-Agreement: Used to define Service Level Agreements (SLA) and extended to
define Event Level Agreements (ELA).

-

EDA: The Event Driven Architecture feature allows connecting event producers and
event consumers to the service bus infrastructure through topic-based publish/subscribe.

-

Polling Engine: The goal of this core component is to easily connect standard
request/response services (not publish/subscribe-enabled) and to transform them into
event producers. The component is in charge of polling services and wrapping the
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service responses into WS-Notification messages.

3.1.3. GOV
The SOCEDA Governance platform uses (and extends) the EasierGov (EasierGov Governance
Tool 2011) tools developed by PetalsLink in order to provide a complete Event/Stream/Service
governance solution.
The governance platform contains all the necessary information in order to describe services
and event producers and consumers. EasierGov has been designed in order to support service
description according to the Unified Service Description Language (USDL) standard currently
under development.

3.2. Development, Configuration, Instantiation and
Deployment
3.2.1. Event-Cloud
The Event-Cloud component requires at least JDK 6 and Apache Maven 3.0.3.
The implementation is organized in multiple Apache Maven modules. The root hierarchy
contains two main modules and the sub-modules are the following:
•

event-cloud which contains:
o

event-cloud-adapter: contains sub-modules which adapts the Event-Cloud api to
make it compliant with others libraries (e.g. RDF2Go).

o

event-cloud-api: defines interfaces such that that the pub/sub and put/get API but
also standard classes used by the APIs.

o

event-cloud-benchmarks: containing all classes related to the evaluation of an
Event-Cloud.

o

event-cloud-configuration: defines loading strategies for configuration files.

o

event-cloud-core: contains the implementation of the main components and
algorithms.

o

event-cloud-deployment:
deployment.

o

event-cloud-translators: contains sub-modules which are used to translate some
payload to a format understandable by an Event-Cloud (e.g. WS-Notification
translator).

o

event-cloud-utils: some utility classes used by other modules.

o

event-cloud-webservices: contains necessary classes to expose proxies as Web

all

the

necessary

implementations

related

to
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Services.
•

proactive-p2p-structured:
o

proactive-p2p-structured-core: defines the model of a structured peer-to-peer
(P2P) network built by using ProActive.

o

proactive-p2p-structured-can: defines the CAN implementation and the extension
of the proactive-p2p-structured-core module.

o

proactive-p2p-structured-configuration:
configuration files.

o

proactive-p2p-structured-utils: some utility classes used by other modules.

3.2.1.1.

defines

loading

strategies

for

Getting the sources

The sources are publicly available and can be browsed or downloaded from the following link:
http://eventcloud.inria.fr/

3.2.1.2.

Building Event-Cloud

It is possible to create a bundle that contains all necessary binaries, dependencies and some
scripts to deploy Event-Cloud instances. To create this archive you have to go to the folder
where you have checked out the project. Then, at the root you have to execute mvn clean install
–DskipTests. This will compile classes, create JARs for each Maven module and install them
into your local Maven repository. Once the configuration and the Event-Cloud project is built, go
to the folder event-cloud/event-cloud-deployment/event-cloud-deployment-cli/ and run the
Maven command mvn assembly:assembly, this will create event-cloud-deployment-cli-1.x.xSNAPSHOT.tar.gz in the target directory.

3.2.1.3.

Binaries Availability

All releases of Event-Cloud are put into Maven Central (which is a standard repository
accessible without configuring anything). Snapshots (versions under development) are regularly
put into the OSS repository8.

3.2.2. DSB
The DSB is composed of several components plugged together to provide the SOCEDA service
bus runtime: The DSB kernel, a Web Service component, a Web Service notification engine and
a BPEL engine are bundled together to provide the SOCEDA DSB.

8

"http://nexus.sonatype.org/oss3repository3hosting.html"
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3.2.2.1.

Getting the Sources

The SOCEDA DSB sources are available on the project source code repository under the playservicebus submodule at
https://svn.petalslink.com/svnroot/trunk/research/projects/play/play-servicebus.

3.2.2.2.

Building the Service Bus

The DSB project is a set of Maven artifacts and can be built with the following command:
mvn –Prelease
This command will get all the dependencies and components listed before and will generate a
DSB distribution available as a ZIP archive into the play-dsb-fulldistribution/target/ folder. The
resulting DSB is preconfigured as defined in the play-dsb-distribution/src/main/packaging/conf
folder.

3.2.2.3.

Binaries Availability

The DSB is also available as Maven dependency and available in the official project repository
at http://maven.petalslink.com/private-play-snapshot/

3.2.3. GOV
3.2.3.1.

Getting the Sources

The sources of the governance platform are available in the EBM open source repository at
https://svn.petalslink.org/svnroot/trunk/research/dev/experimental/easiergov/
The sources can be downloaded with the anonymous account (anonymous login and password).

3.2.3.2.

Building the governance platform

The governance platform can be built using Maven with the following command:
mvn install
As a result, the governance runtime is available in the gov-ws-distribution/target subfolder.

3.2.3.3.

Binaries Availability

The
governance
platform
binaries
are
http://research.petalslink.org/display/easiergov/Binaries.

available

for

download

at
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4. Platform Services and End User Services
4.1.

Platform Services Specifications and Implementations

4.1.1. Event Metadata
A large-scale event-based system such as SOCEDA will have numerous event sources which
emit a high number of event streams of different event types. For a user to make sense of this,
search functionality is required and a repository of metadata as a search corpus. This
requirement is met by the Event Marketplace where events can be searched by type or by
stream or by the event source and its metadata, etc. To make an event marketplace work,
annotations/metadata must be created and collected for event types, streams and sources.
The Event Metadata component will deal with storing and retrieving data about events, event
streams, event sources and user models. As such, the following "things" need metadata in the
marketplace:
•

•

•

9

Streams
o

A stream is an important unit of organizing events. In SOCEDA a stream can be
synonymous with "topic".

o

Each stream has a 1:1 mapping to its own:


... topic on the DSB



... Event-Cloud in the EC



... HTTP subscription URI in the planned Linked Data Streaming adapter

o

the stream should be identified by an HTTP identifier9

o

Metadata: streams have attributes such as permissions

Event Types
o

Event instances belong to classes from a hierarchy of event types

o

There is a minimal set of properties each event must have (type, endTime,
stream, ...)

o

Metadata: types have a schema which should be in the marketplace

Event Sources
o

Not as important as the stream but also interesting for processing of events: who
or what emitted an event?

o

Metadata: Sources should have their own metadata such as the location in case

"See"http://km.aifb.kit.edu/sites/lodstream/""
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of a non-mobile sensor
•

Users/Roles
o

Users are part of SOCEDA e.g. when we talk about privacy

o

Users can be part of one or more groups of actors (see above)

o

Metadata: permissions on the per-stream granularity, user identity management,
...

4.2. Event Sources of Use-Cases and End-User Services
4.2.1. Nuclear Crisis Use-Case Event Sources
4.2.1.1.

Specifications and Implementations

The event sources involved in the Nuclear Crisis Use-Case are components dedicated for
providing events instances to the SOCEDA Platform. The components are Web Services, which
send and receive events in order to simulate on the one hand the evolution of the situation
(studied system) like the radiation rate, on the other hand, the dynamics of the crisis response.
These Web Services are classified in three groups:
-

Device Web Services, which represents the sensors, the software. These Web Services
send measurements concerning the situation e.g. air ambient radiation rate, wind speed,
wind direction, temperature, …

-

User interface Web Services, which allow actors to communicate with the SOCEDA
platform.

-

Workflows, which allow to simulate the dynamic of the crisis response and interaction
between actors through the user interface Web Services

The Nuclear Crisis Use-Case is implemented through Web Services. In this context, Web
Services are considered as event sources. Nevertheless, the Web Services provide event
instances in WS Notification format. Consequently, event instances are translated in RDF format
before being sent to the SOCEDA platform through the DSB.
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Figure 5: Nuclear Crisis Use-case Event Sources
The simulation of the execution of the Nuclear Crisis Response delivers events, mainly
described in Table 1: Nuclear Crisis event types.

DSB Topic

Event Type

SituationalTopic
ActivityTopic

MeasureEvent
AlertEvent
ActivityStatusEvent
DemandEvent

ResourcesTopic

OfferEvent
ResourcesStatusEvent

ConsequenceTopic

InstructionEvent
ReportEvent

Table 1: Nuclear Crisis event types
The eight kinds of events of the Nuclear Crisis Use-Case are specified below:
Each event instance owns the properties described by the following picture:
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Figure 6 Event Properties

For example, there is an instance of the DemandEvent with the previous properties:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<ns14:Notify xmlns:ns10="http://com.petalslink.easyesb/data/admin/1.0"
xmlns:ns11="http://com.petalslink.esstar/admin/model/datatype/1.0"
xmlns:ns12="http://com.petalslink.easyesb/admin/model/datatype/1.0"
xmlns:ns13="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"
xmlns:ns14="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsn/b-2"
xmlns:ns15="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsrf/bf-2"
xmlns:ns16="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsn/t-1"
xmlns:ns17="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsrf/rp-2"
xmlns:ns18="http://com.petalslink.esstar/data/management/user/1.0"
xmlns:ns19="http://com.petalslink.esstar/data/management/admin/1.0"
xmlns:ns2="http://com.ebmwebsourcing.easyesb/soa/model/endpoint"
xmlns:ns20="http://com.petalslink.easyesb/component/bpel/data/1.0"
xmlns:ns3="http://com.petalslink.easyesb/soa/model/datatype/1.0"
xmlns:ns4="http://com.ebmwebsourcing.easyesb/soa/model/service"
xmlns:ns5="http://com.ebmwebsourcing.easyesb/soa/model/component"
xmlns:ns6="http://com.ebmwebsourcing.easyesb/soa/model/node"
xmlns:ns7="http://com.ebmwebsourcing.easyesb/soa/model/registry"
xmlns:ns8="http://com.petalslink.easyesb/exchange/1.0"
xmlns:ns9="http://com.petalslink.easyesb/transporter/1.0">
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<ns14:NotificationMessage>
<ns14:SubscriptionReference>
<ns13:Address>http://localhost:9803/OfficeOfInfrastructureEventProducersSOAPEndpoi
nt</ns13:Address>
<ns13:ReferenceParameters/>
</ns14:SubscriptionReference>
<ns14:Topic Dialect="http://www.w3.org/TR/1999/REC-xpath
19991116">top:resourcesEvent</ns14:Topic>
<ns14:ProducerReference>
<ns13:Address>http://localhost:9300/OfficeOfInfrastructureSOAPEndpoint</ns13:Addres
s>
<ns13:ReferenceParameters/>
</ns14:ProducerReference>
<ns14:Message>
<ns2:demandEvent xmlns:ns2="http://www.mines-albi.fr/nuclearcrisisevent"
xmlns:ns3="http://www.petalslink.org/OfficeOfInfrastructure/"
xmlns:ns4="http://www.petalslink.org/SimulatedEventProducers/"
xmlns:ns5="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsrf/rp-2" xmlns:ns6="http://docs.oasisopen.org/wsrf/bf-2" xmlns:ns7="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"
xmlns:ns8="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsn/b-2" xmlns:ns9="http://docs.oasisopen.org/wsn/t-1" xmlns:wsnt="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsn/b-2">
<ns2:uid>DemandEvent-0</ns2:uid>
<ns2:timestamp>2012-02-23T09:46:24.399+01:00</ns2:timestamp>
<ns2:capability/>
<ns2:state/>
<ns2:uncertainty>
<ns2:unit/>
<ns2:value/>
<ns2:origin/>
</ns2:uncertainty>
<ns2:resources>
<ns2:type>car</ns2:type>
<ns2:localisation/>
<ns2:quantity>10.0</ns2:quantity>
</ns2:resources>
</ns2:demandEvent>
</ns14:Message>
</ns14:NotificationMessage>
<ebm:emissionDate xmlns:ebm="http://wwww.petalslink.com/wsoui/wsnotification"
xmlns:wsnt="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsn/b-2"/>
</ns14:Notify>
Figure 7: Example of DemandEvent in WS-Notification

4.2.1.2.

Configuration and Installation

Web Services are realized in Java (JDK > 1.6) and packaged in a standard .jar file. All Web
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Services send events in WS-Notification format according the description of the event type (cf.
3.1.6.2).
The whole Web Services are implemented in a Maven module available in the software forge of
the SOCEDA project under:
play-usecases/play-usecase-crisis/
The translator RDFWS-Notification is implemented in a Maven module available in the
Software Forge of the SOCEDA project under:
play-usecases/play-usecase-crisis/translatorWSN2RDF/
Both require at least JDK 6 and Apache Maven 2.X.
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